There is a widespread agreement that future technology for organizing, browsing and searching videos hinges on the development of methods for high-level semantic understanding of video. But, so far the community has not reached to a consensus on the best way to train and assess models for this task. Casting video understanding as a form of action or event categorization is unsatisfying as it is not clear what the semantic classes or abstractions of this domain should be. Language has been exploited to sidestep the problem of defining abstract video categories by formulating video understanding as the task of captioning or description. However, language is highly complex, redundant and sometimes ambiguous. Many different captions may express the same semantic concept. To account for this ambiguity, quantitative evaluation of video description requires sophisticated metrics, whose performance scores are typically hard to interpret by humans. This paper provides four contributions on this problem. First, we formulate Video Comprehension as a new well-defined task with an easy-to-interpret performance measure. Second, we describe a general semi-automatic procedure to create benchmarks for this task. Third, we publicly release a large-scale video benchmark created with an implementation of this procedure and we include a human study that assesses human performance on our dataset. Finally, we propose and test a varied collection of approaches on this benchmark for the purpose of gaining a better understanding of the new challenges posed by video comprehension.
Introduction
Over the last few years deep learning has revolutionized the field of still-image analysis by producing breakthrough results in several domains including object categorization [15, 20] , detection [9] , scene classification [31] , and semantic segmentation [17] . While there has been widespread expectation that these performance improvements will naturally extend to the video domain, the results so far have been lagging compared to the image setting.
We argue that progress in this field has been held back primarily by the small-scale of existing labeled video datasets and by the low-quality of the annotations available to train machine learning models. Deep architectures have extensive learning capacity but require large-scale training sets (containing millions of examples) in order to learn effectively. Conversely, they are extremely prone to overfitting and poor performance when trained on small datasets. Unfortunately, today even the largest video analysis benchmarks, such as UCF101 [24] and Sports-1M [11] , are too small in size to enable effective learning of deep models. Furthermore, the labels manually collected on these datasets merely specify the class of the action in each video (e.g., walking or sitting) but do not indicate where the action is performed. Thus, the learning algorithm is left with the burden of discovering on its own the portion of the video that is truly representative of the action. Moreover, these datasets are quite limited in semantic scope, as they include only a small number of action categories (e.g., 101 classes for UCF101 and just sport activities for the case of Sports-1M). Therefore, features learned from such datasets are unlikely to perform well on videos containing more general, everyday actions. Finally, one can argue that understanding a video is much more than recognizing the actions contained therein: it also requires understanding the scene context (office vs home), the objects (book vs laptop), the interactions between the subjects (discussing vs arguing) and much more.
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A. His wife was taken to the hospital with nonlife-threatening injures. B. He'll watch that primary, as well. C. You've seen in a couple of instances the CDC not performing up to expectations. D. To the happy royal family member day, people who go for that sort of thing, and to everybody who freaking enjoy it. E. She says she didn't bring up the complaint earlier out of fear, that it would hurt her career. For these reasons, several authors have proposed to abandon the classic view of video understanding as a form of action categorization and they suggested to reformulate the task as a description or captioning problem, where the objective is to generate a sentence summarizing the input video. On one hand, this makes the output directly readable by human subjects, which is desirable for application scenarios such as video browsing or searching. The downside however is that the outputs produced by such methods are hard to evaluate quantitatively. This happens because for each input there is not a single correct output, as many different sentences can reasonably describe a given video. To address this ambiguity, one can resort to comparative evaluation by human judges [6] . But this would require a huge crowdsourcing effort for every new algorithm to assess. Another approach is to design sophisticated metrics (e.g., METEOR or BLUE) that can capture the similarities of captions expressing the same semantic concept. However, it is hard for humans to interpret the meaning of these scores, e.g., is a METEOR score of 28% representing an acceptable captioning performance, or how big a difference in these scores would lead to a noticeable difference in the predictions?
In this paper we propose to cast video understanding in the form of multiple choice tests that assess the ability of the algorithm to comprehend the semantics of the video. Figure 1 illustrates an example of video comprehension. The algorithm is presented with an input video and k possible descriptions. Only one of them represents the correct caption for the video. The task is well-posed as a traditional classification problem, with performance numbers easy to interpret (e.g., random chance produces an accuracy of 1/k). Yet, our classification task does not entail the definition of arbitrary video classes or action categories. Furthermore, we describe a procedure to construct multiple-choice tests for video comprehension with very little human intervention. This makes it possible to generate large-scale benchmarks for training and testing deep models on this task. Using this procedure we built a dataset that we will release to the research community. Although this is only the first version of our benchmark, it has already size comparable with the largest existing datasets for video analysis. Furthermore, in the supplementary material we discuss our plan to scale up considerably the size of this benchmark within the next year since it involves very little human intervention. Finally, in this paper we also present preliminary results achieved with three distinct approaches to video comprehension, respectively based on the methodologies of regression, metric learning and video captioning. Perhaps surprisingly, video captioning yields the worst results, which suggests that models trained to generate description are not effective for video comprehension. Conversely, we demonstrate that metric learning methods produce by far the best accuracy on this task. In summary, the contributions of our work are four-fold:
• We propose a new high-level video understanding task which is well-posed and easy to evaluate.
• We describe a general semi-automatic procedure to construct benchmarks for video comprehension (section 3.2). The procedure requires a limited set of manual annotations, independent of the size of the dataset. This renders our approach applicable to build benchmarks of unprecedented scale.
• We present an implementation of this procedure, which we used to create a video comprehension benchmark of size comparable to the biggest existing datasets (section 3.3).
• We introduce and assess a varied set of baselines and methods to tackle the problem of video comprehension on our benchmark (section 4).
Related Work
Video understanding has been studied for many years. Early approaches focused on action recognition [2, 7, 24] , event detection [12] , irregularity detection [4] , action similarity labeling [14] . Most of these methods rely on hand-crafted features [16, 30] and train machine leaning models on top of these representations. Recent advances in deep learning have opened up the possibility of learning models from raw videos. Simonyan and Zisserman introduced a two-stream network that achieved strong results on action recognition [22] . Tran et. al. proposed to use 3D ConvNets to learn spatiotemporal features from a large-scale dataset [27] . Despite their good performance on action categorization, these approaches are by design limited to predict a single label per video and thus are not really addressing a semantic understanding of the video.
Inspired by recent promising results on image captioning [6] , different approaches have been proposed for video description [26, 29] . These methods are based on recurrent neural networks (e.g., LSTM) and are trained to predict a single sentence to describe the input video. This area shows good promise for developing algorithms that can understand and describe videos in a human-readable language. However, captioning is very hard to assess. This limitation makes it hard to compare competing algorithms, even when resorting to human judges. Visual question and answer (QA) was also recently introduced for both images [1] and videos [25] . Compared to captioning, Visual QA is better-posed, as the problem is conditioned on the question being asked. However, in the free-form QA setting, there are still multiple correct answers that can be correctly applied to a single question. Moreover, collecting ground truth annotations for QA is very expensive. This makes it hard to build large-scale datasets on this task. Our video comprehension problem shares similarities with video captioning and QA, as our task also assesses algorithms on their ability to understand the semantics of the video. However, our task is different in its formulation: it entails selecting one of the k possible sentences from a multiple choice test, rather than asking to describe or to answer a particular question. This renders the quantitative evaluation easy to carry out and makes performance scores very intuitive. Our work relates also to [8, 11] in terms of the aim at building large-scale video datasets. However, our dataset is purposely constructed for video comprehension while the aforementioned ones are for classification and detection.
3 Video Comprehension
Problem statement
Given an input video clip V and a set of k English sentences s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s k , the problem of video comprehension is to predict which of these k choices best describes the visual content of the input clip. Note that readable text in the frames is automatically blurred and audio is removed. A concrete example of video comprehension is provided in Figure 1 . We argue that for a system to do well on this task it must be able to infer the true semantics of the video, including context, the nature of the interactions among the subjects, and the objects appearing in the scene. Thus, we believe this to be a more fitting assessment of video comprehension by machines than the tasks of action recognition or video captioning, explored in prior benchmarks.
Procedure for Constructing a Video Comprehension Dataset
In order to assess and compare methods on the task of video comprehension, a dataset must be constructed to enable the training and testing of models on this problem. Here we review the desiderata that inspired the construction design of our benchmark. Ideally, the dataset must be:
1. Large-scale. In the still-image domain we have witnessed a dramatic revolution in methodology and breakthrough results with the introduction of a large-scale dataset. In fact, recent research has shown that the problem of overfitting and difficult optimization with deep models are vastly reduced when leveraging large datasets for training. Thus, our desired benchmark for video comprehension must be large enough to enable the training of these powerful models.
2. Semi-automatic. The process of dataset construction must be semi-automatic and must require little human intervention. This is a fundamental requirement in order to be build a massive collection of examples. We note that the limited scale of prior datasets in the video domain is a direct consequence of the high human cost and time consumption needed to label video clips.
3. Semantically diverse. As our objective is to train universal models that can comprehend video of arbitrary nature, the training and testing sets must contain a wide representation of subjects, including politics, sports, science, technology, arts, and travel.
To meet this criteria, we design a procedure that generates semi-automatically video comprehension tests (as shown in Figure 1 ) by leveraging an existing gigantic repository of TV news programsthe TV News Archive 1 . We note that access to the Archive's Collections is granted at no cost for scholarship and research purposes. Thus it represents a fitting platform for the construction of video benchmarks. Furthermore, as TV news cover all social, cultural, and natural aspects of modern life, the collection is inherently semantically diverse. Finally, the videos have accurate associated timesynchronized English captions providing a well-aligned textual transcription of the audio (the TV News Archive uses sphinx and phonemes to align the timing of the broadcasted CC with video). We utilize these closed captions (CCs) to automatically generate the textual descriptions corresponding to the ground truth labels of the videos. This source of information allows our procedure to generate a massive collection of comprehension tests with ground truth labels almost fully automatically (as further explained below, a small set of initial human annotations are needed to bootstrap the process).
In this section we discuss in detail the construction of the dataset. Each video downloaded from the Archive is a complete TV news show from a particular channel recorded and broadcasted on a specific day (e.g. ABC News Good Morning America on August 27, 2011 from 8am to 9am) with lengths varying from 30 minutes to 2 hours. Our procedure then performs a sequence of steps aimed at generating a set of video comprehension tests from each program. The steps include clip segmentation, clip elimination, and multiple-choice test generation.
Clip segmentation. Each TV news video is segmented into short clips, corresponding to individual sentences (terminated by a period) of the closed captions. For each such sentence, using the time stamps of its beginning and ending, we segment the corresponding clip from the video. This process yields a massive number of clips from each video. In order to build a dataset of clips having fairly homogeneous length and to have enough temporal context in each clip, we eliminate clips that are shorter than 2 seconds or longer than 5 seconds. Similarly, we discard clips corresponding to sentences that are either too short (5 words or fewer) or too long (more than 60 words).
Clip elimination. This step is carried out to remove clips whose visual content is not informative. Examples include advertisement, static scenes, segments showing anchors speaking, sections inside the news studio, such as the weather forecast portion of the news program. Such clips are not useful for training general computer vision models. In order to make our dataset construction scalable, we develop a detector to automatically discard irrelevant clips. The detector is trained on a small collection of clips manually labeled as either irrelevant (e.g. studio, advertisement, weather-forecast clips) or relevant (out-of-studio footage, such as dynamic scenes where human subjects or the camera are moving). The detector is trained on the visual component of each clip (thus, without considering its CC). The details of our detector are discussed in section 3.3.
Multiple-choice test generation. Given a video clip, we form a multiple-choice test of k potential textual descriptions by including k −1 distractors and the true associated CC sentence. The distractors can be selected in different ways. The simplest solution is to randomly sample the k − 1 distractors from the entire set of CC sentences. In order to make the test more challenging, one may want to select distractors that are not too distant from the correct response, according to a semantic metric over text descriptions, such as the Euclidean distance of word2vec vectors representing sentences [18] .
The ViCom Dataset
In this section we discuss a specific implementation of the general procedure outlined above. This implementation was used to construct a dataset of 310, 216 multiple-choice video comprehension tests, which we will make publicly available to the research community. The benchmark is split into 218, 331 training examples and 91, 885 test examples. We name our dataset ViCom.
The dataset is constructed from 4, 990 news videos from the TV News Archive. These videos were obtained by considering 77 distinct TV news shows (BBC World News, MSNBC News Live, PBS News Hour, etc.). In order to yield a dataset with heterogenous news content, we sampled (roughly uniformly) each of this daily news shows in the period from January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2014.
We use a subset of 20 news videos (randomly selected from our original 4, 990 TV videos) as a training set exclusively for the development of our relevant/irrelevant clip detector. Note that we remove these 20 videos from the collection used for dataset construction. We manually labeled all clips segmented from this set as either irrelevant (e.g. studio, advertisement, weather-forecast clips) or relevant. We represent each clip using the C3D spatiotemporal features [27] , which are activations of a convolutional neural network (ConvNet) optimized for action classification. We use the activations from layer fc6. We opted for this descriptor as it has been shown by the authors to yield good performance on a variety of tasks involving semantic analysis of video. We train a simple a linear SVM on this representation to classify whether a clip is relevant or not. We evaluate this detector on our training set of 20 videos using 20-fold cross validation. The resulting ROC curve is shown in Figure 2 . The detector achieves an area under the curve (AUC) of 0.94. We use this ROC curve to choose the cutoff threshold to reject irrelevant clips. We chose the threshold corresponding to a false positive rate of 0.1, which yields a true positive rate rate of 0.83. This represents a good trade-off in terms of recall vs error (in other words, to retrieve 83% of the relevant clips we must cope with only 10% of irrelevant clips). Further filtering of these clips could be performed via crowdsourcing at a fairly limited financial cost. However, our experiments suggest that a 10% of irrelevant clips (i.e., clips whose visual content is not strongly correlated their associated CC sentence) in our dataset does not prevent the training of effective models for video comprehension but it offers the big benefit of a semi-automatic solution.
Applying this detector to the remaining 4970 videos yields a total of 310K clips deemed relevant for the purpose of video comprehension. We partition this dataset into training and testing splits (using a ratio of 7:3), with the additional constraint that all clips from a video are inserted in the same spit (either training or testing). This is done as clips from the same video are often strongly correlated and this would bias the statistical assessment. Table 1 compares ViCom to existing video datasets in terms of size, task, as well as video content. ViCom is the second biggest dataset in term of both number of total hours and number of clips. However, while in Sports-1M and ActivityNet (the largest datasets in this comparison) each clip is labeled with an action class, each clip of ViCom is labeled with a textual description that typically provides a semantically richer annotation than an action tag. Some examples of CC sentences associated to video clips are shown in the supplementary material. Furthermore, we point out that this only represents the first version of our benchmark. Our plan is to scale the dataset to much larger sizes in the near future. The little reliance on human intervention renders this plan easy to implement.
In order to understand the distribution of subject matters represented in ViCom clips, we trained an LDA [3] model on the CC sentences of our entire training set using 10 topics. We visually inspected the most frequent words of each topic in order to manually assign a subject tag to each topic ("politics", "economics", "technology", etc). The most frequent words are listed in a table included in the supplementary material. Figure 3 shows the subject distribution computed on the 310K clips of ViCom. It can be seen that the breadth of topics covered in ViCom distinguishes our dataset from prior video collections, which are much more focused in content (e.g., videos depicting only sports or movies). This makes ViCom particularly fitting for the training of models for general and comprehensive video understanding.
For each clip (in both the training and the testing split) we formed a multiple-choice test by randomly selecting 4 distractor sentences from our entire pool of CC sentences, in addition to the correct answer (the true CC). Thus, each test includes 5 sentences from which the correct one must be chosen.
Approaches to Video Comprehension
In this section, we consider different approaches to tackle the task of video comprehension on our ViCom dataset. For clarity, we first introduce our notation. Let us denote the training set with {x i , y .k] is the answer key, i.e., the index to the correct answer. Let φ v (x) be a visual embedding (i.e., a feature representation computed from pixel values) of video clip x and φ l (y) the language embedding of the text sentence y. Examples of possible choices
S2VT-MS:
A man is giving a lecture in a microphone.
S2VT-Vi:
The New York city police department has a new name on the New York city with a New York city police department and the US.
Ground truth:
To the happy royal family member day, people who go for that sort of thing, and to everybody who freaking enjoy it. Figure 4 : S2VT predictions. The same clip example used in the introduction with sentences generated by S2VT-MS and S2VT-Vi, and the CC ground truth. S2VT-MS predicts simple sentences. S2VT-Vi is well adapted to news language and predicts longer sentences. Both methods incorrectly predict answer (C) in the test of Figure 1 . The correct answer key is (D).
for the visual embedding include aggregations of deep image features computed from individual frames of the clip (e.g., average pooling of VGG activations [23] ) or deep video clip descriptors (e.g., C3D fc6 activations [27] ). The language embedding can be produced by averaging the word2vec representation [18] of all words in the sentence.
Regression
A simple strategy to video comprehension is to train a regression model R(x; W) parameterized by weights W to map from the the visual embedding to the language embedding, i.e., such that R(
A simple instantiation of this method would consists in learning a linear transformation of φ v (x), i.e., R(x i ; W) = Wφ v (x i ), where the parameter matrix W can be estimated via least-square regression. Predictions can then be made by choosing the sentence whose language descriptor is closest to the transformed visual descriptor, i.e., t
2 . This proposed strategy can be made more powerful by replacing the linear regression model with a deep convolutional network R(x; W) (here W denotes weigths) that is trained directly on the raw video input x i to regress the associated CC language embedding vector φ l (y i t i ). After training, we make predictions by choosing t
. We explore both of these proposed models in our experiments.
Metric learning
It can be argued that the regression strategy outlined above is overly aggressive as it forces the visual vectors to be mapped into their language counterparts. This objective is difficult to realize. We can relax this desideratum by stating that the visual vector mapped to the language embedding should merely be closer to the correct answer than to any of the distractors. This can be achieved by learning a mapping M that projects a raw video x to the language embedding space φ l (y) by minimizing the triplet metric learning loss used in [21] , i.e.,:
M(x; W) is a mapping with parameters W. M(x; W) can be a deep ConvNet trained on raw input video x. In a simpler case, it simply takes a predefined φ v (x) as input and learns a simple linear projection.
[.] + is the hinge function. Finally, α is a hyper-parameter to control the margin between the distance to the true sentence y i t i and the distances to the wrong sentences y i t (with t = t i ). After training, this approach also makes predictions by searching the nearest neighbor in the language embedding space t
Video captioning
An alternative approach consists in generating a textual description y = C(x) by running an existing video captioning model C(x) (e.g. S2VT [29] ) on the input video clip. Effectively this strategy maps the input clip x into an English sentence. The resulting textual description is then embedded into the language space to identify the closest answer:
Experiments

Experimental setup
Language embedding: In all of our experiments, we use word2vec [18] as the language embedding φ l (y). word2vec is a shallow neural network trained on a large-corpus to reconstruct the linguistic context of the words. It is used as a word embedding which maps words that share similar contexts into vectors that are close (in distance). We use the word2vec model provided by [18] which is pre-trained on the Google News dataset. This gives a 300-dimensional vector representation for each word. To represent φ l (y), we extract word2vec vectors for all words in y, average these vectors, then L2-normalize the averaged vector to build a language representation for the sentence y.
Visual embedding:
We use different visual representations for φ v (x) in different experiments. These representations are computed from different ConvNet architectures pre-trained on different datasets. We input our frames (or the entire clip in the case of C3D) into these pre-trained ConvNets to extract activations of a particular layer and use them as representations. We specify a visual representation by a pair of an architecture name and a layer name. We use the AlexNet [15] implemented in [10] , the VGG architecture [23] , and C3D [27] . The pre-trained models are provided by the authors of [10, 23, 27] . For simplicity, from now on we denote these representations as AlexNet, VGG, and C3D, respectively. It is worth noting that most example clips in ViCom have varying length (a few dozens to few hundreds frames), while AlexNet and VGG operates on frames, and C3D uses short clips of 16 frames. We average the frame (or 16-frame clip) features, and then L2-normalize the averaged vector to make visual representations for the long clips.
Regression models: We experimented with linear regression applied to C3D-fc6 and AlexNet-fc6. We call these two approaches LR-C3D and LR-Alex, respectively. We also use a 3D ConvNet as a deep regressor. We choose to use an architecture similar to that of C3D. The network layers are identical to those of C3D up to fc6. We then add a fully-connected layer with linear activation and 300 output units (effectively a linear projection). We optimize this model with a regression loss. Because this architecture is similar to C3D, we have the option either to train from scratch or to initialize the bottom layers from C3D. We name these two methods DR-C3D-0 and DR-C3D-FT.
Captioning models: We use the S2VT pre-trained model provided by [29] which is trained on MSVD [5] . S2VT is a 2-hidden-layer LSTM which takes a sequence of VGG-fc7 frame features as input and predicts a sentence. We name this approach S2VT-MS. We note that the language used in TV news is very different from the sentences in MSVD. In order to allow the captioning method to adapt to the news language, we also trained S2VT on ViCom. We name this method S2VT-Vi.
Metric learning models:
We experiment with two different sets of architectures: shallow and deep networks. In the shallow network setting, we assume that we have a reasonable good visual representation, and we just learn a single fully-connected layer without nonlinear unit. We optimize this model by the triplet loss (as described in section 4.2). We test the shallow metric learning with three different representations: Alex-fc6, VGG-fc6, and C3D-fc6. We name these approaches SML-Alex, SML-VGG, and SML-C3D, respectively. We also test this shallow net applied to a combined representation of Alex-fc6, VGG-fc6, and C3D-fc6 (a simple concatenation). We name this approach SML-Com. For the deep network setting, we use again an architecture similar to C3D. We use all layers identical to those of C3D up tp fc6. We then add a linear fully-connected layer with 300 output units. We can either train this network from scratch or finetune it from C3D. We name these approaches DML-C3D-0 and DML-C3D-FT, respectively.
Training settings: Both shallow and deep networks are trained using SGD with a momentum of 0.9. For shallow networks, we use a mini-batch size of 128. The initial learning rate is 0.01 and it is reduced by a factor of 0.1 every 10K iterations. Training is stopped at 60K iterations. For deep networks, we use a mini-batch size of 30. The initial learning rates are 3 × 10 −4 and 3 × 10 −5 for DML-C3D-0 and DML-C3D-FT, respectively. They are reduced by 0.1 for every 100K iterations and the training is stopped at 600K iterations. Since training deep networks is time-consuming, we choose α by cross validation on shallow networks. Our experiments show that using α = 0.1 gives the best results among the tested margins of 0.01, 0.1, and 1 for all visual features features. Thus, we use α = 0.1 in all deep metric learning networks.
Experimental results
Video comprehension: Table 2 presents the accuracy of different approaches on ViCom. Among the regression methods, LR-C3D performs the best, but is just 5.3% better than random chance. Deep regression approaches perform poorly because training regression in high-dimensional space is difficult. S2VT-MS gives a very low accuracy which is only slightly above random chance. We observe that this method generates very simple sentences because it was trained on simple description sentences of MSVD. S2VT-Vi, trained on ViCom, generates sentences more similar to those in the news reports. Figure 4 shows some generated captions of these two methods compared to the ground truth. However, the performance of S2VT-Vi is still low which indicates that video comprehension is a different task compared to video description. Shallow metric learning methods perform reasonably well on various visual representations, and SML-C3D gives the best performance (53.5%) among the shallow networks with a single representation. Combining the three visual representations boosts the accuracy to 54.4%. The deep network DML-C3D-FT gives the highest accuracy (55.5%). Table 2 : Video comprehension accuracy on ViCom. Accuracy of different approaches on ViCom compared with random chance and human performance. Methods based on deep metric learning give the best performance (the best gives 55.5%). Random chance is at 20%, while humans achieve an accuracy of 78.8%.
Human study: To better understand the challenges posed by the task, we also conducted a human study. For this study, a subset of 200 clips were randomly drawn from the test split. Each clip and its associated multiple-choice test were shown (without audio) to 5 human annotators. We asked them to select the sentence best describing the video clip out of the k = 5 choices. Because TV news often contain tickers with informative text, we trained a HOG-based SVM text detector to detect and blur the text tickers. We performed two human study experiments: the first one is applied on the original 200 clips while the second one is applied on the same 200 clips but with tickers detected and blurred. We denote these two experiments as Human and Human-0-ticker, respectively. We note that the 5 annotators involved in the first experiment are completely different from the 5 annotators in the second one. The first experiment answers how well humans can comprehend videos provided all information (e.g. text and visual) while the second one tells us the human-level performance on video comprehension given only visual inputs. Results from these experiments show that humans achieve an accuracy of 78.8% ± 1.35 when provided the original clips and 66.5% ± 5.6 when provided only visual inputs. This indicates that video comprehension is a hard task and that our best approach, DML-C3D-FT, is still 23.3% below human-level video comprehension.
We present in Table 3 comprehension accuracy by topic for different approaches and humans. Humans outperform machines across all topics except for "Technology" where DML-C3D-FT does better than humans. DML-C3D-FT performs reasonably well across all topics while LR-C3D and S2VT-Vi perform worse than random chance on 2 and 7 topics, respectively, out of a total of 10 topics.
Conclusions
In this paper we introduced a new high-level video understanding task, we presented a general procedure to construct semi-automatically benchmarks for this task, we created a dataset (ViCom) that we plan to release to the community and we evaluated a series of approaches on it. ViCom fulfills the following desirable properties: 1) it defines a well-posed task with a good quantitative evaluation metric; 2) it assesses the ability to semantically comprehend video; 3) it is large-scale, thus enabling effective training of deep models. We hope that this new task and our benchmark will become important stepping stones to fundamentally transform video analysis into higher-level video understanding. We have seen this happening in the image domain where a new large-scale benchmark [20] married with a powerful machine learning model [15] Table 3 : Video comprehension accuracy details. Performance by topic of different methods compared with human performance. Humans achieve the highest accuracy across all topics except for 'Technology' where DML-C3D-FT outperforms humans. LR-C3D performs below random chance on 2 out of 10 topics, and S2VT-Vi has 7 out of 10 topic are below random chance (in underlined text).
of computer vision algorithms. We also expect that our benchmark will spur active research at the intersection between video understanding and natural language processing.
Most of our future work will be devoted to scaling up the size of ViCom. As our dataset construction is semi-automatic we believe that it will be possible to scale up ViCom quickly to a much larger benchmark with little human, computational and financial cost. We expect to increase the dataset by an order of magnitude within the next year. In order to stimulate steady progress in this area, we plan to organize a series of grand challenges built around our benchmark. We will release the ViCom dataset, all implementations and models upon publication of this article.
A ViCom development plan
We plan to scale the ViCom dataset with one version every year. Version 1 (ViCom 2016) is a starting point with 300+ thousand clips and corresponding multiple choice options. At the time of release we will scale ViCom 2016 to 1M clips. Our focus will then be to organize a challenge and provide evaluation scripts for the community to evaluate their submissions. Depending on the adoption and excitement of the community we will host an annual challenge and/or workshop dedicated to Video Comprehension. Since, the process of scaling ViCom is less arduous compared to other video tasks (semi-automatic with little human intervention), we plan to keep scaling ViCom in the future versions.
B ViCom topics and examples
In the main paper we presented an experiment where we use LDA [3] to model topics of ViCom sentences using 10 topics. The top words for each topic are presented in Table 4 Bee sting therapy is gaining popularity in parts of the world.
Pope Francis has held private talks at the Vatican with Russian President Vladimir Putin.
600 flights canceled, as much as three feet of snow with five-foot drifts.
And it kept spining into the distance, completely out of control.
He spent two days drifting before Japanese troops were able to rescue him yesterday. It can be noted that they cover a wide range of subjects ranging from environmental events, to science, politics, and accidents.
C t-SNE embedding of ViCom using different features
We compare the semantic embedding learned by DML-C3D-FT with that of C3D with respect to ViCom topics. We randomly select 10, 000 clips from our ViCom test split. For visualization purpose, we only pick 5 topics. We use t-SNE [28] to project the two comparing embedding: C3D (fc6) and DML-C3D-FT (fc6) into 2-dimensional spaces. Figure 6 visualizes these results embedding. In the figure, each dot is a clip projected in 2-dimensional space and colored according to its topic label. We quantitatively verify that DML-C3D-FT (fc6) are more semantically clustered according ViCom topic labels. This indicates that DML-C3D-FT learns a meaningful metric and also explains why it performs much better than LR-C3D. For a complete view, we also present t-SNE embedding of word2vec with respect to ViCom topics. 
D Long sentence modeling
We study if modeling sentences in a holistic manner improves video comprehension performance. For this purpose, we use skip-thought vectors [13] as an alternative to our language embedding. skip-thought can be considered as a whole sentence-to-vector embedding which maps a sentence to a vector of 4, 800 dimensions. We use the shallow metric learning networks (SML-Alex, SML-VGG, SML-C3D, and SML-Com as described previously) with the only difference in which we replace word2vec by skip-thought. Table 5 shows the performance of our shallow metric learning networks on ViCom using skip-thought vectors compared with their corresponding networks using word2vec. This replacement consistently degrades the accuracy about 2-6% across different feature representations. 
E S2VT predictions
Additional sample predictions from S2VT-MS and S2VT-Vi are shown in Figure 4 .
S2VT-MS:
A man is hitting a soccer.
S2VT-Vi:
The president is expected to be the most famous state of the president and the president of the united states has a new plan to stop the violence.
Ground truth: I heard they said we're not going the to feel it until we're back home.
S2VT-MS:
A man is riding a bike.
S2VT-Vi:
The man who was the first victim in the case was the only one in the world and he was the first person to be alive and he was the first person to be alive and he was in the hospital and he was on the scene of the car.
Ground truth: I think he is going to shoot for that memory tomorrow.
S2VT-MS:
The men are dancing in the other.
S2VT-Vi:
The new york city police department is investigating a state of emergency in the country's capital of a new york city council who will be held in the new year with a new report on a new report on the president's health care law. Ground truth: True had head of Edward Snowden 18 months ago they know who he is now his reservations of mass surveillance has given his government headaches. Figure 7 : S2VT predictions. More prediction samples from S2VT. The sentences generated by S2VT-MS and S2VT-Vi, and the CC ground truth. S2VT-MS predicts simple sentences. S2VT-Vi is well adapted to news language and predicts longer sentences.
